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Abstract The Central Andean Plateau (CAP), as deﬁned by elevations in excess of 3 km, extends over
1800 km along the active South American Cordilleran margin making it the second largest active orogenic
plateau on Earth. The uplift history of this high Plateau, with an average elevation around 4 km above sea
level, remains uncertain as paleoelevation studies along the CAP suggest a complex, nonuniform uplift
history. As part of the Central Andean Uplift and the Geodynamics of High Topography (CAUGHT) project, we
image the S wave velocity structure of the crust and upper mantle using surface waves measured from
ambient noise and teleseismic earthquakes to investigate the upper mantle component of plateau uplift. We
observe three main features in our S wave velocity model including (1) a positive velocity perturbation
associated with the subducting Nazca slab; (2) a negative velocity perturbation below the sub-Andean crust
that we interpret as anisotropic Brazilian cratonic lithosphere; and (3) a high-velocity feature in the mantle
above the slab that extends along the length of the Altiplano from the base of the Moho to a depth of
~120 km. A strong spatial correlation exists between the lateral extent of this high-velocity feature and the
relatively lower elevations of the Altiplano basin suggesting a potential relationship. Determining if this
high-velocity feature represents a small lithospheric root or foundering of orogenic lithosphere requires more
integration of observations, but either interpretation implies a strong geodynamic connection with the
uppermost mantle and the current topography of the northern CAP.
1. Introduction and Tectonic Background
The central Andes of southern Peru, Bolivia, Argentina, and Chile (between 14°S and 28°S) deﬁne the type
example of an active Cordilleran orogen where tectonics are driven by normal-dipping, obliquely converging
subduction of the oceanic Nazca Plate beneath the continental South American Plate [Barazangi and Isacks,
1976; Cahill and Isacks, 1992; Norabuena et al., 1998; Kendrick et al., 2003]. Commensurate with the subduction
of hydrated oceanic lithosphere, abundant arc and intra-arc volcanism is observed along the South American
margin where volcanic quiescence associated with present-day ﬂat-slab subduction geometries have partitioned active arc volcanic activity into northern, central, and southern volcanic zones [James, 1971; Jordan
et al., 1983; Ranero and Sallares, 2004; Ramos and Folguera, 2009; Hayes et al., 2012]. The Central Volcanic
Zone (CVZ, between 14°S and 28°S) is a collection of andesitic to dacitic stratovolcanoes, regionally extensive
and voluminous crystal-rich dacitic ignimbrites, and minor small-volume monogenetic maﬁc centers [de Silva,
1989; Francis and de Silva, 1989; Davidson and de Silva, 1992] truncated to the north by Peruvian (11 Ma to
present) ﬂat-slab subduction and in the south by Pampean (12 Ma to present) ﬂat-slab subduction [Cahill
and Isacks, 1992; Ramos and Folguera, 2009]. Along this stretch of the South American Cordillera, the orogen
attains its greatest width and highest average elevation, forming the largest high plateau in the world
associated with abundant arc magmatism, the Central Andean Plateau (CAP) [Allmendinger et al., 1997].
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The CAP, as deﬁned by the 3 km elevation contour, extends over 1800 km along the active continental
Cordilleran margin reaching a maximum width around 400 km near the Bolivian Orocline (Figure 1) making
it second only to the Tibetan Plateau in geographic extent [Allmendinger et al., 1997]. In the core of the CAP is
the low-relief internally drained Altiplano (north) and the high-relief Puna (south) bounded to the west by the
Western Cordillera, the active volcanic arc, and to the east by the Eastern Cordillera, an inactive basementcored fold-and-thrust belt. In the northernmost section of the CAP, the Altiplano narrows before terminating
north of Lake Titicaca in southern Peru. The ﬂanks of the CAP are buttressed to the west by one of the largest
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Figure 1. Map of study area with the location of broadband seismic stations shown as blue diamonds. Red triangles show
Holocene volcanic activity, and morphotectonic provinces are separated by dashed black lines (FA, fore arc; WC, Western
Cordillera; AP, Altiplano; EC, Eastern Cordillera; SA, sub-Andes; FB, foreland basin).

monoclines on Earth likely due to west-vergent thrusting beneath the Western Cordillera [e.g., Victor et al.,
2004; Armijo et al., 2015] and to the east by the active east-vergent fold-and-thrust belt of the sub-Andes
[e.g., Baby et al., 1995, 1997; Kley, 1999; McQuarrie et al., 2005]. Recent tectonic interpretations thus see the
central Andes and the CAP as a bivergent orogen with more or less importance given to west and east
verging thrusting [e.g., Armijo et al., 2015; Lamb, 2015].
Despite the Plateau’s impact on the dynamic evolution of the South American Cordillera [Barnes and Ehlers,
2009, and references therein], ﬁrst-order questions about principal segments of the current lithospheric structure beneath the northern CAP remain unanswered and a comprehensive model for the enigmatic uplift history
of the plateau remains tenuous. Three tectonic processes have emerged as possible mechanisms for the
Plateau’s uplift: (1) slow and steady uplift due either to protracted underthrusting of the Brazilian shield and
shortening of the eastern plateau [e.g., Jordan et al., 1997; Lamb, 2011] or to a progressive migration of crustal
shortening from west to east across the whole orogen over the last 50 Myr [e.g., Elger et al., 2005; Armijo et al.,
2015]; (2) rapid uplift associated with isostatic rebound following delamination of the lower Altiplano-Puna
crust [e.g., Garzione et al., 2008]; and (3) thickening of the Altiplano crust through mid/lower crustal ﬂow
possibly augmented by magmatic addition or underplating [e.g., Husson and Sempere, 2003]. Although a
review of the evidence for and against each of these proposed mechanisms’ contribution to the uplift
history is beyond the scope of this study [see Barnes and Ehlers, 2009; Saylor and Horton, 2014], each of
the proposed uplift mechanisms makes speciﬁc predictions about the current lithospheric structure. A
well-resolved lithospheric scale S wave velocity model in combination with other geological/geophysical
studies can be used to help differentiate between different proposed uplift mechanisms. For example, (1)
fast seismic velocities in the lower crust extending eastward into cratonic South America would support
uplift driven by underthrusting of the Brazilian shield [e.g., Ma and Clayton, 2015]; (2) anomalously fast
seismic velocities in the uppermost mantle would suggest foundering of the lithosphere driving rapid
surface uplift [e.g., Calixto et al., 2013]; and (3) a midcrustal low-velocity zone might indicate the presence
of a weak crust capable of ductile ﬂow [e.g., Liu et al., 2014]. Future work that incorporates receiver
functions into a joint inversion will provide additional details on the crustal structure, facilitating a better examination of the relative contributions from underthrusting and crustal ﬂow as surface uplift mechanisms. As our
data set and method provides continuous high-resolution S wave velocity results in the uppermost mantle
below the northern CAP, we focus our interpretation on (1) the isostatic/geodynamic effect of the mantle
anomalies we observe on modern surface topography and (2) the tectonic processes consistent with generating the observed anomalies in the uppermost mantle.
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2. Data and Methods
In the last decade, advancements in measuring surface wave dispersion (SWD) from earthquake-generated
surface waves and empirical Green’s functions (EGFs) extracted from the ambient seismic waveﬁeld have
allowed the crust and lithospheric mantle to be imaged in previously unavailable detail. The two-plane wave
tomography (TPWT) method used in this study helps reduce the systematic biasing effects of scattering and
multipathing in the incoming waveﬁeld ignored by single-plane wave approaches to measure SWD from
earthquake-generated surface waves [Forsyth et al., 1998; Forsyth and Li, 2005]. TPWT has been especially successful in imaging the lower crust and upper mantle along the American Cordillera because of the method’s
ability to measure longer period surface waves that are sensitive to the lower crust and uppermost mantle,
typically in the period range of 20–143 s [Wagner et al., 2010a; Gilbert et al., 2012; Calixto et al., 2013;
Antonijevic et al., 2015]. The ambient noise tomography (ANT) method we employ uses the cross correlation
of ambient seismic noise to extract EGFs for the path between two seismic stations [Sabra et al., 2005; Shapiro
et al., 2005]. The EGFs are subsequently used in a frequency time analysis (FTAN) to measure the interstation
SWD typically in the period range of 8–50 s, although emerging work suggests that this approach may successfully be extended to measure longer periods [Yang, 2014]. This relaxes the limitations imposed by the
often nonuniform spatial and temporal distribution of earthquakes that can bias or streak tomographic
results provided that sufﬁcient continuous data are available to extract robust EGFs [Bensen et al., 2007].
ANT has been especially successful in imaging the shallow crust at local to continental scales [Lin et al.,
2007; Yang et al., 2007; Bensen et al., 2008; Zheng et al., 2008; Saygin and Kennett, 2010; Yang et al., 2010;
Ward et al., 2013; Delph et al., 2015] because it does not use earthquake-generated surface waves that attenuate rapidly at periods that are primarily sensitive to the shallow crust (<20 s). Since the ANT and TPWT methods are in principle sensitive to the same rock properties of the solid Earth, combining the two methods to
produce SWD measurements in the period range of 8–143 s has become a popular approach for investigating
the whole lithospheric structure [Yang et al., 2011; Porter et al., 2012; Wagner et al., 2012; Ma and Clayton,
2014]. In the following sections, we brieﬂy describe the details of the TPWT and ANT methods and our
approach of combining them into a joint inversion for the 3-D S wave velocity structure of the northern CAP.
2.1. Ambient Noise Tomography
In a previous study, Ward et al. [2013] used the vertical component from 330 broadband seismic sensors across
much of the central Andes to measure the dispersion of Rayleigh waves in the period range of 8–50 s from
ambient seismic noise. The speciﬁc details of processing the raw waveforms and extracting interstation
dispersion curves are described by Ward et al. [2013, and references therein], and we refer the interested reader
to that reference for more information. As an intermediate step in the ANT method, Ward et al. [2013] inverted
the extracted interstation dispersion measurements into a uniformly gridded 2-D phase velocity model with
geographic grid spacing of 0.1° × 0.1° for each of the 13 periods measured (8–50 s). The TPWT method requires
a 2-D phase velocity starting model, and we use the ANT results as a priori information in constructing the
starting model. For our particular data set, however, using the ANT phase velocity maps sampled at
0.1° × 0.1° precludes resolving statistically meaningful TPWT results, and therefore, we have generated new
2-D phase velocity maps [Barmin et al., 2001] using a coarser grid spacing of 0.25° × 0.25° (Figure S1).
Inverting the interstation dispersion curves with coarser grid spacing also allows us to evaluate the resolution
of the new 2-D phase velocity maps (Figure S2).
2.2. Two-Plane Wave Tomography
The two-plane wave tomography method uses earthquake-generated surface waves by modeling the incoming waveﬁeld as the superposition of two distinct interfering plane waves each with its own amplitude,
phase, and back azimuth for a total of six parameters [Forsyth et al., 1998; Forsyth and Li, 2005]. For our isotropic solution, the modeled phase and amplitude at each station (observations) are iteratively compared
against the predicted values (initially calculated from the starting model and then subsequently from the previous iterations result), solving for the lateral 2-D phase velocity structure as a function of period. This
approach helps reduce the systematic biasing effects of scattering and multipathing introduced into the
incoming waveﬁeld outside of our seismic arrays footprint [Wielandt, 1993]. Waveﬁeld scattering introduced
inside the footprint of our array is accounted for by using ﬁnite frequency kernels [Yang and Forsyth, 2006]
based upon the single-scattering Born approximation [Zhou et al., 2004]. Additional details common to the
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TPWT method are presented by Forsyth and Li [2005]. In the following sections we discuss the processing
details relevant to our speciﬁc TPWT analysis.
2.2.1. Data and Raw Waveform Processing
As part of the National Science Foundation (NSF) Continental Dynamics (CD) project: Central Andes Uplift and
the Geodynamics of High Topography (CAUGHT) [Beck et al., 2010; Ward et al., 2013], we deployed 50
Streckeisen STS-2 broadband seismic sensors across the northern CAP in northern Bolivia and southern Peru
(Figure 1). The CAUGHT temporary seismic deployment lasted approximately 2 years (from October 2010 to
August 2012), and of the 51 CAUGHT stations/locations occupied during the deployment, 45 recorded
waveforms used in this TPWT analysis. We augment the CAUGHT network with 16 stations from the Peru
Lithosphere and Slab Experiment (PULSE) [Wagner et al., 2010b; Eakin et al., 2014] and 8 stations from the
Peru Subduction Experiment (PeruSE) [Phillips et al., 2012] temporary broadband seismic deployments.
Two permanent stations from the Integrated Plate Boundary Observatory Chile (IPOC) [GFZ German Research
Centre for Geosciences and Institut des Sciences de l’Univers-Centre National de la Recherche CNRS-INSU, 2006;
Sodoudi et al., 2011] and one station (LPAZ) from the Global Telemetered Seismograph Network (USAF/USGS)
[Albuquerque Seismological Laboratory [ASL]/USGS, 1993] were also added for a total of 72 broadband seismic
stations. Our virtual array has an average station spacing of ~30 km enclosed in a ~300,000 km2 footprint
which is particularly well suited to lithospheric-scale tomographic studies.
The 66 events used in this study were selected from an epicentral distance range of 30–130° degrees from
each station and have a body wave magnitude (Mb) of 5.5 or greater. Although the back azimuthal distribution of the events is biased from the southwest direction (Figure S3), we were able to record and use enough
events from different back azimuths to prevent streaking in our results. We use the vertical component of the
broadband sensors to measure the SWD of Rayleigh waves for 14 periods (25, 29, 33, 40, 45, 50, 59, 67, 77, 91,
100, 111, 125, and 143 s). Initial processing of the raw waveforms included applying a transfer function convolving all waveforms with the same third-generation Streckeisen STS-2 instrument response to preserve the
relative amplitude of waveforms across the virtual array. The waveforms were then bandpass ﬁltered using a
four-pole, Butterworth ﬁlter with corner frequencies of 5 mHz above and below the 14 center frequencies of
interest. For each of the event station pairs in the period range of 25–143 s, the event waveforms were
visually inspected and windowed around the fundamental mode Rayleigh wave. Nearly 80% of the events
that met the distance and magnitude criteria did not record useable waveforms or meet our 10:1 signalto-noise (SNR) threshold yielding a total of 18,240 event station pairs across the 14 periods measured.
2.2.2. Model Resolution and Parameterization
Model resolution as expressed in lateral variations allowed during the inversion is in part controlled by an a
priori covariance matrix of model standard deviations [Forsyth and Li, 2005]. Large values allow for more
variation in the model but can introduce lateral oscillation instabilities into the results, whereas small values
restrict the model’s ability to deviate from the starting model. We use 0.1 km/s for the value of the a priori
covariance matrix after evaluating the tradeoffs between model stability and model resolution. This value
is sufﬁciently large enough so as to not restrict the inversion from ﬁtting the observations while simultaneously preventing lateral instabilities in the model results. As expected, the a posteriori model standard
deviations are lowest in the center of our array’s footprint and increase with increasing period (Figure S4).
Selection of grid spacing also has an effect on the stability and resolution of the inversion results and therefore warrants careful consideration.
For all periods measured in this TPWT study, we select a 0.25° × 0.25° geographic grid spacing. Inverting for a
grid with smaller spacing introduces short wavelength features potentially associated with larger model
instability. Lateral resolution reaches a maximum around 50 s and gradually contracts for longer periods. The
nonuniform distribution of earthquake magnitudes yields fewer quality waveforms at longer periods reducing
the number of observations further contracting the lateral resolution (Figure S5). Parameterization of the
model space is also extended several grid nodes (>2° of latitude and longitude) beyond our arrays footprint
so that poorly modeled traveltime variations can be absorbed by the outermost nodes.
2.2.3. Phase Velocity Starting Model
Phase velocity results obtained using the TPWT method exhibit dependency on the starting model, and
therefore, the selection of the starting model requires some justiﬁcation. Quantifying this justiﬁcation is,
however, difﬁcult, because phase velocity results obtained from different starting models can vary signiﬁcantly
(beyond two standard deviations) while yielding roughly consistent a posteriori model standard deviations
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Figure 2. Map of depth to Moho used to generate starting model for the two-plane wave inversion. This map was generated
using Moho measurements of <40 km from the model of Tassara and Echaurren [2012] and are combined with Moho
measurements of >40 km determined from receiver function studies [Ryan et al., 2016] and then interpolated on a regular
0.25° × 0.25° grid using a natural neighbor algorithm.

and misﬁt [Weeraratne et al., 2007]. Previous seismological studies reveal large lateral variations in both crustal
velocity [Ward et al., 2013] and thickness [Beck and Zandt, 2002; Ryan et al., 2016] across our study area limiting
the efﬁcacy of a constant velocity starting model. Laterally constant 2-D starting velocity models are heavily
penalized by the inversion in areas with lateral variations that exceed the a priori covariance matrix standard
deviation resulting in reduced amplitude recovery. We therefore use the ANT results as a priori information
in the form of a laterally variable 2-D starting model for the TPWT inversion. This helps constrain the TPWT
inversion results by accounting for the large lateral velocity variations observed in the crust [Ward et al.,
2013]. The central Andes also have large lateral gradients in crustal thickness [Beck and Zandt, 2002; Ryan
et al., 2016] resulting in large lateral velocity variations that can contribute to the same model stability versus
resolution tradeoffs if not accounted for in the starting model. Integrating Moho constraints into our 2-D
starting model is not as trivial as addressing the inhomogeneous crustal velocity structure requiring a more
complex approach to constructing a starting model.
Our approach involves constructing 1-D S wave velocity proﬁles for each grid point in our model using the S
wave velocity model of Ward et al. [2013] for the crust, whereas the crustal thickness is constrained from a
hybrid Moho integrating measurements from gravity and receiver functions studies [Tassara and
Echaurren, 2012; Ryan et al., 2016]. Moho measurements of <40 km are selected from the model of Tassara
and Echaurren [2012] and are combined with Moho measurements of >40 km determined from receiver
function studies [Ryan et al., 2016] and then interpolated on a regular 0.25° × 0.25° grid using the natural
neighbor [Sibson, 1980, 1981] algorithm (Figure 2). We use the receiver function constraints where we believe
they are more robust and rely on the gravity estimates where the receiver function data are either poorly
sampled or unreliable due to complexities from basin reverberations or mantle hydration effects. These latter
problems generally occur in the fore arc or on the edge of the back-arc basins where crustal thickness is less
than ~40 km; hence, that depth is a convenient “marker” to distinguish the two sets of locations. At depths
below the Moho where less a priori information is available, we use a modiﬁed ak135 Earth reference model
to complete each 1-D proﬁle [Kennett et al., 1995]. Each 1-D S wave velocity proﬁle is then forward modeled to
produce an equivalent 1-D Rayleigh wave phase velocity dispersion curve consisting of the 14 periods used in
this TPWT study [Herrmann and Ammon, 2004]. After arranging the phase velocities from the 1-D vertical
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Figure 3. Map of phase velocities for 6 of the 14 periods measured using the two-plane wave tomography method.
Velocities are shown as perturbations from the starting model used in the inversion with absolute velocities shown as
contorted black lines.

proﬁle into 14 two-dimensional horizontal slices, the laterally variable 2-D phase velocity maps are used as
the starting model in the TPWT inversion thereby including as much a priori information as possible to
generate well-constrained phase velocity results (Figures 3 and S6).
2.3. Integrating the ANT and TPWT Results
At six intermediate periods (25, 29, 33, 40, 45, and 50 s), the ANT and TPWT results overlap providing a comparative metric for establishing the robustness of dispersion measurements calculated from fundamentally different approaches. On average, the difference between the two methods is less than ~2% where there is good
resolution. Although the two methods produce extremely consistent results within model uncertainties, in
areas where the differences are large, averaging the overlapping results can introduce rough 1-D vertical
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dispersion proﬁles not characteristic of real Earth models. This requires that we adopt a more sophisticated
approach of integrating the ANT and TPWT results.
We take advantage of the observation that both methods have a period at which the number of raypaths
(observations) peaks, decaying above and below that period. For the ANT method, the number of raypaths
peaks around 18 s and at 50 s for the TPWT method. Using the number of raypaths as a relative proxy for
resolution, we linearly scale the weighting of the overlapping phase velocity results so that the shorter
intermediate periods are weighted more toward the ANT results and the longer intermediate periods are
weighted more from the TPWT results. This approach helps to produce smooth 1-D dispersion proﬁles that
reduce artifacts and instability in the subsequent S wave velocity inversion.
2.4. S Wave Velocity Inversion
In the Earth, Rayleigh waves are dispersive, meaning different periods are sensitive to different depths.
Because surface waves have broad period-dependent sensitivity kernels, different periods have variably
weighted overlapping sensitivity to the same velocity structure. By combining dispersion measurements
made at shorter periods (8–50 s) from ambient noise with longer periods (25–143 s) generated by earthquakes, the overlapping sensitivity constrains the S wave velocity results better than independently using
only surface wave dispersion generated from ambient noise or earthquakes. This is important for our study
area where large variations in both crustal velocity [Ward et al., 2013] and thickness [Beck and Zandt, 2002;
Ryan et al., 2016], not accounted for by averaged or global starting models, may introduce artifacts into
the inversion results. At each 0.25° × 0.25° grid location, we use a linearized iterative least squares approach
to invert each 1-D phase velocity proﬁle (8–143 s) into a 1-D S wave velocity model [Herrmann and Ammon,
2004]. During the S wave inversion, each of the 21 surface wave dispersion values are inversely weighted by
the standard deviation of the TPWT results. As the ANT method does not produce a similar type standard
deviation measurement, we weight the shorter ANT periods with the lowest standard deviation from the
TPWT results for each speciﬁc 1-D dispersion proﬁle.
2.4.1. Starting Model Parameterization and Uncertainties
In general, the largest vertical velocity contrasts are expected across the Moho with large intercrustal lowvelocity zones being a rare exception [Ward et al., 2014a]. S wave velocity inversions using only surface waves
(without additional constraints) are not particularly well suited to imaging the depths and velocity contrasts
of discontinuities, resulting in vertically smoothed 1-D velocity models. Since the broad period-dependent
sensitivity kernels limit the resolution of vertical discontinuities, adding these discontinuities to the starting
model helps to reduce vertical smoothing artifacts. We therefore include the Moho discontinuity (Figure 2)
in our starting model and combined with the crustal model of Ward et al. [2013] constrain the larger
lithospheric scale features we are interested in interpreting. However, uncertainties in the depths of the
Moho and, to a lesser extent, the magnitude of the velocity contrast can alter the inversion results up to
~10 km above and below location of the input Moho [Stachnik et al., 2008].
End member Vp/Vs ratios (1.70–1.80) and attenuation values (quality factor 50–500) in the crust have a very
small effect (second order to starting S wave velocity, damping, and number of iterations) on the ﬁnal S wave
velocity models (see discussion in Ward et al. [2013, supporting information]). We choose a Vp/Vs ratio of 1.75
[Ryan et al., 2016] and an average quality factor of 150 [Baumont et al., 1999] in the crust transitioning to a
Vp/Vs ratio of 1.78 in the mantle for all 1-D starting models. Surface waves are not sensitive to high-frequency
(rapid vertical) changes in Vp/Vs or attenuation limiting the uncertainties in our model results associated with
varying Vp/Vs ratios or attenuation values in our starting model. The thickness of each layer in the starting
model is adjusted to accommodate a layer boundary at the Moho and dilates with depth to ensure that
the diagonal of the resolution matrix for each layer is approximately between 0.1 and 0.3 over the depth
range of interest (~200 km; Figure S7). After the inversion, crustal and mantle layers are independently
smoothed using a smoothing spline and represent the results shown in the following section.
Our ﬁnal S wave velocity results use the hybrid Moho constructed from gravity and receiver function studies
[Tassara and Echaurren, 2012; Ryan et al., 2016], the crustal velocity model of Ward et al. [2013], a modiﬁed
ak135 Earth reference model in the mantle [Kennett et al., 1995], a Vp/Vs ratio of 1.75 in the crust [Ryan
et al., 2016], a Vp/Vs ratio in the mantle of 1.78 [Kennett et al., 1995], and a quality factor of 150 [Baumont
et al., 1999] in the crust. This starting model combined with a damping value of 0.5 and between 8 and 11
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Figure 4. One-dimensional S wave velocity models and corresponding 1-D dispersion curves for three locations of tectonic
signiﬁcance (locations x, y, and z shown on Figure 5f as yellow circles). Starting models shown as blue lines with the ﬁnal
model shown with red lines (black lines show smoothed S wave velocity model). Dispersion data shown as open circles with
one standard deviation error bars and deviation from ﬁnal model shown as circle color ﬁll (e.g., red circle ﬁll indicates that
dispersion data are lower than ﬁnal model dispersion).

iterations produces a stable S wave velocity model containing robust features independent of the starting
model ﬁtting the dispersion data relatively well (Figure S8).
2.5. Density Modeling
Surface waves are primarily sensitive to the S wave velocity structure of the Earth, secondarily to the P wave
velocity, and, to a lesser extent, the density and attenuation structure. Our method is not particularly sensitive
enough to directly image the density structure within any acceptable uncertainty bounds; however, empirical
relationships have been derived linking seismic P wave velocities to densities. Assuming a Vp/Vs ratio to
convert our S wave measurements to P wave velocities, we use the Nafe-Drake curve [Ludwig et al., 1970]
formalized by Brocher [2005] to model the density structure of our study area. Over the velocity range we
are interested in modeling, Brocher’s relationship models the bulk density structure of our study area
sufﬁciently well over long wavelengths (>75 km). Small amounts of partial melt/ﬂuids, temperature variations,
and composition variations can add uncertainty into the absolute velocity-density empirical relationships;
however, relative bulk density calculations are robust enough to warrant ﬁrst-order consideration in our
isostatic calculations. We note here that although we use a variable density model derived from Brocher’s
velocity-density relationship, our isostatic calculations are primarily sensitive to crustal thickness variations
and, to a lesser extent, the density contrast across the crust/mantle boundary.

3. Results
Our S wave velocity model results are shown as three 1-D velocity proﬁles (Figure 4, locations shown in
Figure 5f), six horizontal depth slices (Figure 5), and ﬁve vertical cross sections (Figure 6, locations shown in
Figure 5f). Although our horizontal depth slices show results located outside the footprint of our array, we
limit our interpretation of the model results to structures located inside the footprint of the array primarily
because uncertainties in the phase velocity measurements rapidly increase outside of the array’s footprint.
In the cross sections, we plot the crust as absolute velocities and the mantle as velocity perturbations from
the starting model, while emphasizing that the crust and mantle results are from the same 1-D inversion
proﬁle at each grid location in the model. The focus of this study is the uppermost mantle, and ﬁve large
mantle velocity anomalies provide a natural descriptive organization described in the following sections.
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Figure 5. Two-dimensional horizontal S wave velocity results for six depth slices shown as perturbations from the starting
model (starting model values for each depth slice is constant for the same depth slice shown). Red contour shows Slab 1.0
contours [Hayes et al., 2012] for each corresponding depth slice. Green (circles) earthquake locations are from Kumar et al.
[2016] and blue (circles) earthquake locations are from Instituto Geofísico del Perú. Morphotectonic provinces from Figure 1
are shown as blue dashed lines with the locations of three 1-D proﬁles (Figures 4a–4c) shown as yellow circles and the
location of ﬁve 2-D cross-section slices (Figure 6) shown as black lines. NSA, Nazca slab anomaly; STA, sub-Moho slab
transition anomaly; AA, sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly.

3.1. The Nazca Slab Anomaly
By including a priori information into our starting model, such as a well-constrained Moho interface and a
crustal velocity structure, we image a relativity coherent slab anomaly across most of our model space that
is consistent with the predicted location based on slab earthquakes. Below ~80 km, the continuous slab
anomaly (>2%) follows the Slab 1.0 contours [Hayes et al., 2012] and the earthquake locations relativity well
[Kumar et al., 2016]. The apparent topography on the top of the slab (Figures 6b and 6c) and depression
(Figure 6a) in the slab anomaly (relative to the Slab 1.0 contour) are almost certainly artifacts resulting from
model smoothing integrating higher velocities above the slab topography examples (Figures 6b and 6c) and
low velocities in the depressed slab anomaly example (Figure 6a). Above ~80 km, a similar apparent
deﬂection/distortion of the slab anomaly below the fore arc (relative to the Slab 1.0 contour) is observed in
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Figure 6. (a–d) Four trench- perpendicular and (e) one trench- parallel vertical S wave velocity cross sections from our
model (locations shown in Figure 5f) shown as perturbations from the starting model in the mantle and absolute
velocity in the crust. The Moho is shown as a thick black line (Figure 2), and the Slab 1.0 contours [Hayes et al., 2012] are
shown as a red line. Green (circles) earthquake locations are from Kumar et al. [2016], and blue (circles) earthquake locations
are from Instituto Geofísico del Perú. NSA, Nazca slab anomaly; FA, sub-Moho fore-arc anomaly; STA, sub-Moho slab
transition anomaly; SA, sub-Moho sub-Andean anomaly; AA, sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly.

all cross sections (Figure 6). This apparent deﬂection/distortion of the slab anomaly above ~80 km is characteristic of a reduced velocity in the 1-D integrated slab anomaly rather than a change in the geometry of the
slab, the tectonic signiﬁcance of which is discussed in the following section.
3.2. Sub-Moho Fore-Arc Anomaly
Directly below the fore arc in the mantle and above the slab anomaly, we observe a large negative velocity
perturbation anomaly (< 5%) with absolute velocities as low as 3.95 km/s (Figure 6a). In the 80 km depth
slice (Figure 5a), the anomaly is bounded by the Slab 1.0 contour extending to just inboard of the active
volcanic arc except in the north where it appears to extend well into the back-arc region. In cross section,
the sub-Moho fore-arc anomaly has much lower absolute velocities (Figure 6a) and a lower depth limit of about
~60–70 km (Figures 6a–6d) and has a clear separation from the back-arc section of the anomaly (Figure 6a). For
this reason, we separate the negative velocity perturbation anomaly into two distinct anomalies and interpret
the back-arc section as a separate tectonic feature unrelated to the sub-Moho fore-arc anomaly.
3.3. Sub-Moho Slab Transition Anomaly
The sub-Moho slab transition anomaly appears connected to the elongated sub-Moho fore-arc anomaly at
shallow mantle depths (Figure 5a) but is a separate distinct feature by 105 km depth (Figure 5b) completely
located in the back arc. In the 105 km depth slice (Figure 5b), the sub-Moho slab transition anomaly is bounded
to the west by the Slab 1.0 contour and is a localized feature observed spanning the transition between shallow
slab and normal slab geometries. At the 130 km depth slice (Figure 5c), the negative perturbation anomaly
(~ 5%) associated with the feature is barely visible, and by the 155 km depth slice (Figure 5d), the anomaly
is no longer distinguishable as a separate feature in the mantle. In cross section, the anomaly narrows to the
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south (Figure 6c) from its greatest trench-perpendicular extent in the north where it is bounded by the
Holocene arc and back-arc volcanism (Figure 6a). As the anomaly narrows to the south, it is observed under
slightly higher topography and tends to follow the lateral extent of shallow midcrustal low-velocity zone
(Figures 6a–6c). This observational correlation between the along-strike extent of the sub-Moho slab transition
anomaly with both slightly elevated topography and a low-velocity zone in the shallow crust appears to be a
robust feature as all three observations rapidly terminate south of Lake Titicaca (Figure 6e). For comparison, we
have included a 1-D S wave and phase velocity proﬁle from a point located in the center of the anomaly
(Figure 4b) where both the shallow crustal low-velocity zone and the upper mantle low-velocity zone
(the sub-Moho slab transition anomaly) can be seen in the data (phase velocities). Additionally, the shallow
crustal low-velocity zone extends north of the anomaly (Figure 6e) further indicating that both features are
not a related inversion artifact (e.g., vertical oscillation from underdamping or overiterating) but a robust
feature of the model.
3.4. Sub-Moho Sub-Andean Anomaly
The uppermost mantle below the sub-Andean zone and continuing eastward under the foreland basin is 1–4%
slower than our starting model (Figures 6a–6d). This negative velocity anomaly extends as far to the east as we
have good resolution and is bounded to the west by the sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly (Figure 5a). The negative
velocity perturbation observed below the sub-Andean zone and Chaco foreland basin gradationally increases
to a positive perturbation anomaly between 100 and 150 km (Figures 6a–6d). In general, the positive
perturbation anomaly mirrors the lateral extent of the sub-Moho negative velocity anomaly except for
our southernmost Bolivian cross section (Figure 6d) where the anomaly appears to connect with the subMoho Altiplano anomaly. We include both the negative and positive velocity perturbation under the
sub-Andean zone and Chaco foreland basin (Figure 4c) when referencing the sub-Moho sub-Andean
anomaly in subsequent sections.
3.5. Sub-Moho Altiplano Anomaly
Observed over roughly the same depth ranges as the sub-Moho slab transition anomaly, the sub-Moho
Altiplano anomaly is a ~1–4% perturbation anomaly that follows the internally drained portion of the
Altiplano at the crust-mantle boundary (Figure 5a). This feature is best expressed at the crust-mantle boundary becoming increasing more irregular with depth and is nearly indistinguishable as a coherent anomaly by
the 130 km depth slice (Figure 5c). In some cross sections, the anomaly is well deﬁned with a clear lateral and
vertical boundary (Figures 6a and 6c), and in other cross sections, the anomaly extends both laterally and
vertically beyond the resolution limits of the model (Figures 6b and 6d). For simplicity, we include only the
shallow (<130 km) part of the anomaly when referencing the sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly in section 4. Again,
we have included a 1-D S wave and phase velocity proﬁle from a point located just south of Lake Titicaca where
the fast-velocity perturbation in the uppermost mantle is easily seen in the phase velocity data (Figure 4a).

4. Discussion
4.1. Subducted Nazca Slab
The Nazca slab anomaly parallels the Slab 1.0 contours [Hayes et al., 2012] and intermediate seismicity particularly well below 80 km and is unambiguously interpreted as the subducted Nazca plate (Figure 6). Imaging
a strong and continuous slab anomaly, a ﬁrst-order feature expected to be visible in our results, provides an
additional metric beyond the formal inversion criteria to qualitatively assess the robustness of our velocity
model. That we observe good agreement between our Nazca slab anomaly and independent measures of
the slab location (e.g., Slab 1.0 contours and intermediate seismicity) indicates that our starting model
appropriately incorporates a priori information (e.g., Moho depth and crustal velocities) to help reduce the
nonuniqueness allowed for in the ill-posed surface wave inverse problem [Rawlinson et al., 2014]. This
suggests that other upper mantle anomalies observed in our results are as qualitatively robust as the
Nazca slab anomaly.
A notable deviation of the Nazca slab anomaly from the Slab 1.0 contours and shallow seismicity is observed
at depths shallower than 80 km (Figures 6a–6d). At these depths, the slab anomaly appears to either bend
near horizontal (Figures 6b and 6c) or weaken producing a necking feature (Figures 6a and 6d) in the anomaly. It is unlikely that our results are imaging a change in the dip of the subducting slab, as the slab geometry
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would require unrealistic deformation of the slab over a relatively short distance to connect at the trench. A
more realistic explanation for the observed reduction in velocity is a combination of low-velocity sediments
entrained in the subduction channel and low-grade to blueschist facies in the oceanic crust. Although this
section of the Andean subduction zone is generally described as starved of sediments, and the subduction
as erosive, there is an estimated 0.5 km of sediments in the Peru-Chile Trench [Bangs and Cande, 1997] providing a potential source of sediments to entrain along the subduction channel. A similar low-velocity zone at
or near the top of the subducting plate has been imaged in major subduction zones around the world
[Bostock, 2013], including the central Andes [Dorbath et al., 2008; Ma and Clayton, 2015], with varying sediment ﬂuxes available in each subduction zone [Rea and Ruff, 1996] suggesting that entrained sediments
along the subduction channel alone cannot explain the low-velocity zone we image. Calling on
thermal/petrologic models of slab metamorphism, Bostock [2013] interpreted the ubiquitous but variable
in downdip extent, upper slab low-velocity zone as marking the transition to eclogite facies in the subducting
oceanic crust. Starting at depths of ~40 km, eclogitization of the subducting oceanic crust is expected to
occur in warm subduction zones, with cold subduction zones delaying the eclogitization depth up to
~90 km [Hacker et al., 2003]. We interpret the low-velocity feature in the upper part of the subducting
Nazca slab as marking the downdip limit of oceanic crust that has not metamorphosed into eclogite facies.
The downdip limit of the low-velocity anomaly (~80 km) we see in the subducting slab suggests that this
section of the central Andes subduction zone is a cold to intermediate temperature subduction zone and
is consistent with other seismic studies [Dorbath et al., 2008; Ma and Clayton, 2015].
4.2. Serpentinized Mantle Fore Arc
Serpentinite in the fore-arc mantle wedge can have signiﬁcant effects on the distribution of seismicity in a
subduction zone and can inform seismic hazard analysis. For example, the downdip rupture limits of large
megathrust earthquakes are thought to be controlled by a change in the stress regime along the interface
between the subducting slab and the serpentinized mantle effectively decoupling the mantle from the slab
[Oleskevich et al., 1999; Wada et al., 2008]. Additionally, buoyancy forces associated with a reduced density in
the serpentinized mantle can drive the exhumation of high and ultrahigh pressure rocks [Pilchin, 2005].
Serpentinization of the mantle may have even had signiﬁcant effects on eustatic sea level changes over
the last 600 Myr acting as a mantle water reservoir [Rüpke et al., 2004]. Thus, for many reasons, characterizing
both the spatial extent and amount of serpentinization in the mantle fore-arc wedge across our study area is
important and warrants a discussion.
The main serpentine group mineral expected to form in the ultramaﬁc mantle fore-arc temperature and pressure conditions is antigorite (HT serpentinite), which is stable between depths of ~30 and 150 km and temperatures of 300 and 720°C [Ulmer and Trommsdorff, 1995]. Although antigorite is stable to depths of ~150 km, the
mantle wedge geothermal gradient conﬁnes the stability of antigorite to a narrow channel along the relatively
cooler subducting slab concentrating most of the serpentinization in the mantle fore arc at depths shallower
than ~50–60 km [Hilairet and Reynard, 2009]. Serpentinization of the mantle fore arc also reduces its S wave
velocity signiﬁcantly compared to its peridotitic protolith providing a diagnostic measure of its presence
[Bostock et al., 2002]. We observe such a reduced S wave velocity structure (< 5%) in the form of a negative
velocity perturbation (sub-Moho fore-arc anomaly) in our results. A velocity reduction of greater than 5% cannot be explained by a positive thermal anomaly alone, especially considering the location of the anomaly in the
nose of the mantle wedge, which is expected to be cool compared to the adjacent mantle wedge. In our cross
sections that show the fore arc (Figures 6a–6d), the anomaly extends to a depth of ~60 km, the lower limit of
stable antigorite in the mantle wedge. There are also fewer earthquakes along the interface between the slab
and the anomalously slow mantle wedge (Figures 6a–6d) consistent with decoupling of a serpentinized mantle
along the subduction zone interface. We interpret this low-velocity anomaly as the signature of a serpentinized
mantle fore-arc wedge.
A serpentinized mantle wedge composed of pure antigorite (100%) is expected to have an S wave velocity
of ~3.67 km/s [Ji et al., 2013] compared to a ~4.45–4.6 for a peridotite with 0% serpentinization
[Christensen, 1966]. Using a linear velocity gradient between 100% antigorite (3.67 km/s) and a peridotite
with 0% serpentinization (4.45–4.6 km/s), our lowest velocities in the sub-Moho fore-arc anomaly of
3.95 km/s suggests as much as ~65–70% HT serpentinization in the mantle fore arc. Previous studies in
northern Chile (south of our study area) have imaged a similar low-velocity zone in the upper mantle fore
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arc suggesting serpentinization as a possible explanation [Graeber and Asch, 1999; Sodoudi et al., 2011]. Our
estimate of ~65–70% serpentinization is consistent with other subduction zones [Ji et al., 2013] further
supporting a serpentinized mantle fore-arc interpretation of our sub-Moho fore-arc anomaly.
4.3. Focused Slab Dehydration
At the leading edge of the transition between ﬂat and normal subduction is the sub-Moho slab transition
anomaly, a low-velocity anomaly as slow as 4.22 km/s (~6%) and much slower than other parts of the model
in the same depth range (80–120 km). Here the unique subduction geometry heavily distorts the slab forming
a near-90° bend in the slab around 100 km depth (Figure 5b). This anomaly is east of the main volcanic arc but
may represent a concentration of ﬂuid coming off the distorted slab. Wagner et al. [2006] observed a similar
low S wave anomaly at the leading edge of the Pampean ﬂat slab along the Chile/Argentina border. The low S
wave anomaly (low P wave, high Vp/Vs) was interpreted by Wagner et al. [2006] as the southward ﬂow of asthenosphere responding to the southward migration of the ﬂat slab. Thus, the leading edge of ﬂat/shallow
slabs migrating in a trench-parallel fashion may combine horizontal asthenospheric ﬂow with normal corner
ﬂow to produce the anomalously low velocities we image as the sub-Moho slab transition anomaly.
4.4. Brazilian Cratonic Lithosphere?
Along the northern CAP, several studies at different latitudes have argued for the underthrusting of Brazilian
cratonic lithosphere beneath the Eastern Cordillera [Dorbath et al., 1993; Lamb et al., 1996; Myers et al., 1998;
Beck and Zandt, 2002; Phillips et al., 2012; Ma and Clayton, 2014]. Most studies do not have data coverage east
of the Eastern Cordillera and sub-Andean zone making it difﬁcult to image the undeformed Brazilian craton
that is coming into the system. Using a dense temporary network (Peru Subduction Experiment, PeruSE)
spanning southernmost Peru and a small area of Bolivia north of Lake Titicaca, Phillips et al. [2012] used local
tomography and receiver functions to image a midcrustal (~40 km) discontinuity that they interpreted as
underthrusted Brazilian shield. In Phillips et al. [2012] interpretation, the underthrusted portion of the
Brazilian shield extends beneath the entire Altiplano ending at the Western Cordillera with no corresponding
cratonic mantle root. With the same dense PeruSE array, Ma and Clayton [2014] used ambient noise and twoplane wave tomography (similar to the methods used in this study) to image the S wave velocity structure
below their array. Just north of Lake Titicaca in Bolivia, Ma and Clayton [2014] image a fast-velocity anomaly
in the uppermost mantle (60–100 km) that they interpret as the leading edge of the sub-Moho Brazilian
shield. Although the lateral and vertical extents of fast-velocity anomalies in these studies vary, they all evoke
some underthrusting Brazilian cratonic lithosphere beneath the Eastern Cordillera in their interpretations. We
observe some fast-velocity anomalies below the Eastern Cordillera (sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly) but notice
a negative velocity anomaly in the uppermost mantle beneath the sub-Andes and Chaco foreland basin
(sub-Moho sub-Andean anomaly), which is initially inconsistent with underthrusting of undisrupted
Brazilian cratonic lithosphere.
One possible reason for the apparent disagreement between our results and previous studies’ interpretations
of underthrusting Brazilian cratonic lithosphere may be the limited aperture available to many of the previous studies. A limited aperture is seen in the surface wave tomography of Ma and Clayton [2014] where
their stations only extend inboard of the trench to the boundary between the Altiplano and the Eastern
Cordillera. This limits their lateral resolution to just north of Lake Titicaca in Bolivia where they image a
fast-velocity anomaly in the uppermost mantle (60–100 km) that they interpret as the leading edge of the
sub-Moho Brazilian shield. The location of this anomaly corresponds to the northern end of our sub-Moho
Altiplano anomaly (Figure 5a). Over roughly the same depth range, Ma and Clayton [2014] observe a lowvelocity anomaly that corresponds to the location of our sub-Moho slab transition anomaly further indicating
that our results are imaging the same features of the upper mantle. Our larger station aperture allows us to
image further east of the high-velocity anomaly interpreted as underthrusting Brazilian cratonic lithosphere
by many previous studies where we observe an eastern limit to the high-velocity anomaly that transitions
into a slow uppermost mantle anomaly below the sub-Andes (sub-Moho sub-Andean anomaly). We suggest
that many of the features interpreted as underthrusting Brazilian shield by previous studies are imaging the
eastern extent of our sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly. If this interpretation in the context of previous studies is
correct, it fails to explain the absence of Brazilian cratonic lithosphere coming into the fold-and-thrust system
where as much as 300 km of upper crustal shortening has been measured and suggests that much of the
Brazilian cratonic lithosphere has been removed in the past [McQuarrie et al., 2005].
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One possible explanation for the absence of a fast-velocity anomaly beneath the sub-Andes and Chaco foreland basin is that the Brazilian cratonic mantle lithosphere has been removed or disrupted along this section
of the Andes. Flat-slab subduction has been postulated to have occurred along nearly the entire South
American margin since 40 Ma [Ramos and Folguera, 2009]. The late-Eocene to Oligocene Altiplano ﬂat-slab
episode started ~35 Ma lasting approximately 10 Myr under what is now the northern CAP [James and
Sacks, 1999] and is one such mechanism capable of removing the cratonic lithosphere. Steepening of the
Altiplano ﬂat slab and corresponding expansion of the mantle wedge resulted in an inﬂux of hot asthenosphere producing widespread bimodal volcanism beneath the Altiplano and Eastern Cordillera [Ramos and
Folguera, 2009]. Destruction or modiﬁcation of the cratonic mantle root may have occurred further under
the sub-Andes and Chaco foreland basin as a result of the ﬂat-slab hydrating overriding asthenosphere. As
the ﬂat slab begins resuming normal subduction, fertile asthenosphere ﬂows in from the east to ﬁll the space
created by the steepening slab. This newly hydrated fertile mantle can destroy/modify the existing craton
lithosphere through melt-peridotite reactions [Kusky et al., 2014]. The cratonic lithosphere may be heavily
altered (metasomatized) without requiring an abundance of surface volcanism through these types of
reactions [Foley, 2008]. This is consistent with the low velocities we observe in the uppermost mantle beneath
the sub-Andes and Chaco foreland basin (sub-Moho sub-Andean anomaly) being associated with a heavily
altered (metasomatized) Brazilian cratonic mantle lithosphere. Additional evidence for the absence of
undisrupted cratonic lithosphere is observed in a recent ﬁnite frequency teleseismic tomography study
where Scire et al. [2016] observed slow-velocity perturbations in both P and S wave tomography under
(~90 km) the sub-Andes and Chaco foreland basins. Our results cannot uniquely distinguish between a
completely absent or a heavily altered (metasomatized) Brazilian cratonic mantle lithosphere beneath the
sub-Andes and Chaco foreland basin.
Another possible explanation for the absence of a fast-velocity anomaly beneath the sub-Andes and Chaco
foreland basin is seismic anisotropy. In this study we used Rayleigh waves, which are only sensitive to the vertically polarized S wave velocity structure (Vsv). Love waves are sensitive to the horizontality polarized S wave
velocity structure (Vsh), and differences in the S wave velocity structure measured from Love and Rayleigh
waves is referred to as radial anisotropy (Vsv ≠ Vsh). Lebedev et al. [2009] measured surface wave dispersion
using both Love and Rayleigh waves across seven different cratonic locations. A consistent observation
across the seven cratonic locations was signiﬁcant radial anisotropy (Vsv < Vsh) in the upper mantle extending
to a depth of ~100–150 km. At some locations such as the Parana basin in South America, the vertically polarized S wave velocity structure (Rayleigh waves) is slower than 4.5 km/s in the uppermost mantle. Lebedev et al.
[2009] interpreted this upper mantle radial anisotropy as horizontal fabrics inherited during the formation of
the craton through ductile ﬂow in the cratonic lithosphere. Our sub-Moho sub-Andean anomaly has the same
general character (slow uppermost mantle gradationally increasing with depth) as the vertically polarized S
wave velocity structures imaged below various cratons by Lebedev et al. [2009], but potentially more signiﬁcant is the observation that our upper mantle low-velocity transitions to a fast perturbation anomaly at about
the same depth (~100–150 km) as radial anisotropy signatures disappear from the cratonic models.
If the low-velocity uppermost mantle beneath the sub-Andes and Chaco foreland basin (sub-Moho subAndean anomaly) is a signature of radial anisotropy, we are imaging the undeformed section of the
Brazilian cratonic mantle lithosphere where the original horizontal fabric is still intact. The potential existence
of radial anisotropy in the upper mantle beneath the sub-Andes and Chaco foreland basin has important
implications for interpreting the nature of the sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly. Since the low-velocity uppermost mantle section of the sub-Moho sub-Andean anomaly abuts the fast velocities of the sub-Moho
Altiplano anomaly, it is possible that we are imaging the same tectonic feature (cratonic lithosphere) where
the fast velocities observed under the Altiplano are part of the Brazilian shield that has lost its original horizontal fabric. The strong spatial correlation between sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly and the relatively low
topography of the Altiplano basin explored in the next section is inconsistent with that interpretation, and
we favor a different tectonic explanation for the sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly.
4.5. Mantle Isostatic Contributions to Topography
The sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly (>4.5 km/s) appears to be the northern continuation of a similar upper
mantle fast anomaly imaged in a previous regional P wave traveltime tomography study across the southern
CAP [Myers et al., 1998]. If this interpretation is correct, a seismically fast upper mantle would underlie nearly
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Figure 7. (a) Map of long-wavelength (>75 km) topography, (b) long-wavelength (>75 km) free-air gravity anomaly
[Bonvalot et al., 2012], (c) long-wavelength (>75 km) bulk crustal density, and (d) long-wavelength (>75 km) residual
topography. The sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly (>4.5 km/s) is contoured by the thin white line with velocities greater than
4.6 km/s shown with thick white lines.

all of the relatively low topography forming the internally drained Altiplano basin. The correlation between
the sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly and low topography of the Altiplano is especially striking when compared
against the long-wavelength ﬁltered topography (Figure 7a). Of particular interest is the distribution of
localized zones of faster material (>4.6 km/s) enclosed by the sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly. We observe three
such zones, two located at the north and south ends of Lake Titicaca and one beneath Lake Poopo (Figure 7a).
The southernmost zone located beneath Lake Poopo overlaps with the tomography of Myers et al. [1998]
where they observe a similar zone of localized faster material (up to 10% faster). The location of the subMoho Altiplano anomaly beneath the long-wavelength ﬁltered relatively low topography forming the internally drained Altiplano basin and localized zones of even faster material below the modern depositional zones
is suggestive of an isostatic relationship between the sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly and the modern
surface topography.
A near-zero free-air gravity anomaly (Figure 7b) under the core of the northern CAP [Bonvalot et al., 2012] suggests that the lithosphere is isostatically compensated; however, isostatically compensated lithosphere is
dependent on several crustal and mantle properties. Before investigating the potential mantle contributions
to the modern surface topography, we ﬁrst evaluate potential crustal effects (e.g., density differences or thickness variations) capable of producing the relatively low topography of the Altiplano basin by calculating the
bulk crustal density structure from our velocity model (Figure 7c). In general, the low topography of Altiplano
would predict a thinner and/or denser crust (on long wavelengths) relative to the higher elevations of the
Eastern Cordillera or northernmost CAP in southern Peru [Molnar and England, 1990] if the crust is isostatically
compensated. However, some of the lowest crustal densities we observe are located under the Altiplano
(Figure 7c) along with some of the thickest crust in the area (Figure 2), which is inconsistent with an
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isostatically compensated crust. An alternative way to achieve an isostatically compensated lithosphere
beneath the Altiplano, consistent with the observed near-zero free-air gravity anomaly, would include the
presence of an attached root in the uppermost mantle. A dense mantle root attached to the Altiplano crust
would act to suppress the topography beneath the thick and less dense crust of the Altiplano, which would
otherwise predict higher elevations for an isostatically compensated crust.
One way to test this explanation is to compare the observed topography (Figure 7a) with the topography predicted from isostatically compensated crust using our crustal thickness and density models. For our purposes,
Airy isostatic equilibrium is achieved if
he ρa þ hc ρc þ hr ρm ¼ hr ρc þ hc ρc þ he ρc ;

(1)

where hr is the height of the crustal root below the reference crustal thickness, hc is the height of the
reference crust, he is the height of the crustal elevation above the reference crustal thickness, ρm is the density
of the mantle, ρa is the density of air, and ρc is the density of the crust. If we assume that the term with the
density of air has a negligible effect, we can rearrange equation (1) to solve for the elevation change above
the height of the reference crust given by
he ¼

hr ðρm  ρc Þ
:
ρc

(2)

Since we do not know the height of the root below the reference crust, but we know the height of the reference crust hc, the height of the elevation above the reference crust he, and the total height of the new crust ht
given by
ht ¼ hr þ hc þ he ;

(3)

we can solve for the height of the root below the reference crust by rearranging equation (3) as
hr ¼ ht  hc  he :

(4)

Substituting equation (4) into equation (2), we arrive at an expression for the predicted elevation he that can
be rewritten as
he ¼

ht  hc

;
c
1 þ ρ ρρ
m

(5)

c

where the predicted elevation he is now a function of three terms we can measure (crustal thickness, uppermost mantle density, and crustal density) and one we have to assume (reference crustal height). For each 1-D
location in our model, we calculate the predicted elevation and subtract it from the observed elevation to
determine the residual topography using a reference crustal height of 40 km (Figure 7d). If we use a 35 km
reference crustal height or a constant density contrast between the crust and mantle, we observe a similar
spatial correlation between areas where elevations are lower than the crustal thickness/density would predict
and the sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly.
Our residual topography map is only a ﬁrst-order approximation and not equally valid in all areas, as our
model does not account for ﬂexural support or the possible effects of dynamic topography. For example,
areas in the fore arc or Eastern Cordillera with positive residual topography likely have some component
of elastically supported topography. Additionally, the high-amplitude long-wavelength free-air gravity
anomaly along the Eastern Cordillera (Figure 7b) suggests that the lithosphere is not isostatic compensated,
and therefore, we would not expect good agreement between the predicted elevations and observed
topography (e.g., large residual topography anomaly). Although dynamic topography driven mainly by
the subducting Nazca plate is not accounted for in our simple Airy isostatic approach, the modeled wavelength of slab-induced dynamic topography [Shephard et al., 2010; Dávila and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2013] is
considerably longer than the wavelengths of residual topography presented here (Figure 7d) and is an
insufﬁcient explanation for the low topography of the Altiplano. If the sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly was
simply an area of normal or slightly faster (and by proxy denser) ambient mantle, the larger density contrast
between the mantle and crust would predict higher elevations for a similar crustal thickness of equal or
greater density than areas where the sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly is absent. In the absence of this
observation, we interpret the sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly beneath the Altiplano basin as an upper mantle
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lithospheric root that is isostatically depressing the current topography of the northern CAP. The tectonic
source of this attached root in the uppermost mantle beneath the Altiplano is explored in the
following section.
4.6. Lithospheric Delamination as an Uplift Mechanism
Lithospheric delamination has been long postulated as a contributing mechanism to the growth of the
central Andes [Kay and Kay, 1993; Kay et al., 1994; Beck and Zandt, 2002; McQuarrie et al., 2005; Asch et al.,
2006; Garzione et al., 2006; Ghosh et al., 2006; DeCelles et al., 2009], but only recently has the data coverage
and methodology become available to investigate the structure of the uppermost mantle in sufﬁcient detail
[e.g., Calixto et al., 2013; Beck et al., 2015; Scire et al., 2016]. Although seismic models of the uppermost mantle
alone cannot determine the timing and evolution of delamination events, they are particularly useful in discriminating against different models and stages of lithospheric delamination. Our results are not particularly
sensitive to smaller, kilometer scale “drips” [e.g., Murray et al., 2015] but should be able to resolve larger-scale
delamination of the lithosphere, especially if the delamination affects the thermal proﬁle of the uppermost
mantle [Sobolev and Babeyko, 2005; Babeyko et al., 2006; Sobolev et al., 2006; Krystopowicz and Currie, 2013].
The coupled, thermomechanical, numerical modeling of Sobolev et al. [2006] was intended to investigate
the dynamic interaction of the subducting and overriding plates (e.g., absolute plate motions and plate
interface shear coupling) and initial lithospheric structure (e.g., crustal thickness) on the intensity of tectonic
shortening, but their model also makes speciﬁc predictions about density, temperature, and structural
variations in the crust and uppermost mantle that to ﬁrst order, our S wave velocity model is capable of
imaging by proxy. We therefore compare our cross-section results (Figure 6) with the numerical modeling
of Sobolev et al. [2006] and observe general agreement between modeled sub-Moho lithospheric structures
and our S wave velocity model.
Of particular interest is the agreement of our sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly and western extent of our subMoho sub-Andean anomaly with a foreland dipping thermal aureole in the upper mantle associated with
delaminating lithosphere (Figures 6b and 6d). In the numerical model, the foreland dipping upper mantle
thermal feature connects to the crust/lithosphere below the location equivalent to the Eastern Cordillera
continuing west under the Altiplano and is juxtaposed to the east by cratonic lithosphere. The upper mantle thermal feature results from lower crust eclogitization mineral reactions that increase the bulk density of
the lower crust to values greater than mantle peridotite, resulting in foundering of the lithosphere that
extends to a depth of nearly 300 km. This continuous (base of crust to ~ 300 km) density/compositional feature is much thinner than its thermal expression, and if delaminating lithosphere is a correct interpretation
of the sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly, our S wave velocity results are likely imaging a thermal component of
the foundering root as well. In a recent ﬁnite frequency tomography study that included P and S waves,
Scire et al. [2016] imaged a similar positive S wave velocity perturbation roughly coincident with our subMoho Altiplano anomaly in the uppermost mantle (<120 km) with a localized positive anomaly beneath
the sub-Andes extending to a depth of ~300 km and suggested that this anomaly may be delaminated
lithosphere. Scire et al. [2016] lacked the resolution in the uppermost mantle to establish if the positive
velocity anomaly was connected to the base of the crust or if it exists as a separate mantle anomaly. If
the P wave tomography anomaly is the deeper expression of the sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly, our results
suggest that the anomaly is a continuous vertical feature (laterally localized, Figures 6b and 6d) extending
from the base of crust to as deep as 300 km.
The correlation between the sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly and low topography of the Altiplano basin
suggests a strong isostatic relationship between the sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly and modern surface topography. Additionally, the agreement between our upper mantle results, recent ﬁnite frequency tomography
results [Scire et al., 2016], and coupled, thermomechanical, numerical modeling of lithospheric delamination
[Sobolev et al., 2006] is consistent with the sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly representing a dense piece of lithosphere in the process of delaminating. We prefer this interpretation of the anomaly but acknowledge that it is
a nonunique interpretation. An alternative interpretation of the sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly is that it represents the leading edge of the underthrusting Brazilian cratonic lithosphere. In this interpretation, the leading
edge of the underthrusting Brazilian cratonic lithosphere has lost its initial horizontal fabric and is no longer
radially anisotropic resulting in our S wave velocity model imaging it as a fast upper mantle anomaly below
the Altiplano and Eastern Cordillera.
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Figure 8. Conceptual summary ﬁgure showing our preferred interpretation of mantle anomalies discussed in the main text.
Cross-section face is approximately the 2-D cross section shown in Figure 6d. NP, Nazca Plate; SAP, South America Plate; FA,
fore arc; WC, Western Cordillera; AP, Altiplano; EC, Eastern Cordillera; SA, sub-Andes; FB, foreland basin, Serp, serpentinized
mantle fore arc; Ecl, cold and/or lower crustal eclogitization.

5. Conclusions
In this surface wave tomography study, we integrated dispersion data (8–50 s) from a previous ambient noise
tomography study [Ward et al., 2013, 2014b] with longer period (25–143 s) dispersion data measured using
the two-plane wave tomography method [Forsyth et al., 1998; Forsyth and Li, 2005]. We inverted the surface
wave dispersion data for an S wave velocity model using all appropriate a priori information (e.g., crustal velocities and crustal thickness models). The ﬁve main features of our S wave velocity model and preferred interpretations summarized in Figure 8 are the following:
1. There is a high-velocity slab with a shallow (<80 km) low velocity in the upper part of the slab that is no
longer visible at depths greater than ~80 km. Calling on thermal/petrologic models of slab metamorphism, Bostock [2013] interpreted the ubiquitous but variable in downdip extent, upper slab low-velocity
zone seen in major subduction zones around the globe as marking the transition to eclogite facies in
the subducting oceanic crust at ~45 km in “warm” subduction zones and up to 80–120 km depth for “cold”
subduction zones. We interpret the low-velocity feature in the upper part of the subducting Nazca slab as
marking the downdip limit of oceanic crust that has not metamorphosed into eclogite facies. The downdip limit of the ~80 km low-velocity anomaly we see in the subducting slab suggests that this section of
the central Andes subduction zone is a “cold” or “intermediate” temperature subduction zone.
2. There is a large negative velocity perturbation (< 5%) with absolute velocities as low as 3.95 km/s
directly below the fore arc in the mantle above the slab. Serpentinization of the mantle fore arc reduces
its S wave velocity signiﬁcantly compared to its peridotitic protolith providing a diagnostic measure of its
presence [Bostock et al., 2002]. We observe such a reduced S wave velocity structure (< 5%) in the form
of a negative velocity perturbation below the fore arc in our results. A velocity reduction of greater than
5% cannot be explained by a positive thermal anomaly alone, especially considering the location of the
anomaly in the nose of the mantle wedge, which is expected to be cool compared to the adjacent mantle
wedge. Our absolute velocity of ~3.95 km/s in the fore-arc mantle suggests ~65–70% serpentinization and
is consistent with other subduction zones supporting a serpentinized mantle fore-arc interpretation.
3. There is a low-velocity anomaly in the back arc above the slab where the slab geometry transitions from
near horizontal to a normal dip. The low velocity we observe in the back arc where the slab transitions
between ﬂat and normal subduction is as low as 4.22 km/s (~6%) and much slower than other parts of
the model in the same depth range (80–120 km). Given the distribution of seismicity below the backarc low-velocity zone, occurring at depths associated with dehydration reactions in the subducting slab
[Schmidt and Poli, 1998], and the unique slab geometry where the slab forms a near-90° bend, we interpret
the velocity anomaly as a region in the upper mantle with concentrated levels of partial melt (~1%).
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4. There is a negative velocity anomaly extending as far to the east as we have good resolution below the
sub-Andean zone and Chaco foreland basin gradationally increasing to a positive perturbation anomaly
between 100 and 150 km. One possible explanation for the absence of a fast-velocity anomaly beneath
the sub-Andes and Chaco foreland basin is that the Brazilian cratonic mantle lithosphere has been
removed or disrupted along this section of the Andes [O’Driscoll et al., 2012]. Another possible explanation
for the absence of a fast-velocity anomaly beneath the sub-Andes and Chaco foreland basin is seismic anisotropy. In this study we used Rayleigh waves, which are only sensitive to the vertically polarized S wave
velocity structure (Vsv). Lebedev et al. [2009] measured surface wave dispersion using both Love and
Rayleigh waves across seven different cratonic locations. A consistent observation across the seven
cratonic locations was signiﬁcant radial anisotropy (Vsv < Vsh) in the upper mantle extending to a depth
of ~100–150 km. If the low-velocity uppermost mantle beneath the sub-Andes and Chaco foreland is a
signature of radial anisotropy, we are imaging the undeformed section of the Brazilian cratonic mantle
lithosphere where the original horizontal fabric is still intact.
5. There is a high-velocity feature in the mantle above the slab that extends along the length of the Altiplano
from the base of the Moho to a depth of ~120 km with the highest velocities observed under Lake Titicaca
and Lake Poopo. The fast Altiplano anomaly is a ~1–4% perturbation anomaly that follows the internally
drained portion of the Altiplano at the crust-mantle boundary. The correlation between the sub-Moho
Altiplano anomaly and low topography of the Altiplano basin suggests a strong isostatic relationship
between the sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly and modern surface topography. Additionally, the agreement
between our upper mantle results; recent ﬁnite frequency tomography results [Scire et al., 2016]; and
coupled, thermomechanical, numerical modeling of lithospheric delamination [Sobolev et al., 2006] is consistent with the sub-Moho Altiplano anomaly representing a dense piece of lithosphere in the process of
delaminating. Determining if the high-velocity feature represents a small lithospheric root or a delaminating lithospheric root extending ~300 km into the mantle requires more integration of observations, but
either interpretation shows a strong geodynamic connection with the uppermost mantle and the current
topography of the northern CAP.
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